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ABSTRACT 
 

Computer vision-based food recognition could be used to estimate a meal’s carbohydrate content for diabetic 

patients. This study proposes a methodology for automatic food recognition, based on the bag-of-features (BoF) 

model,GLCM and LBP features. Moreover, the enhancement of the visual dataset with more images will 

improve the classification rates, especially for the classes with high diversity. The final system will additionally 

include a food segmentation stage before applying the proposed recognition module, so that images with 

multiple food types can also be addressed. The optimized system computes dense local features, using the scale-

invariant feature transform on the HSV color space and texture features and these extracted features are trained 

and classified using SVM classifier. The system achieved classification accuracy of the order of 90%, thus 

proving the feasibility of the proposed approach in a very challenging image dataset. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The treatment of Type 1 diabetic (T1D) patients involves exogenous insulin administration on a daily basis. A 

prandial insulin dose is delivered in order to compensate for the effect of a meal [1]. The estimation of the 

prandial dose is a complex and time-consuming task, dependent on many factors, with carbohydrate (CHO) 

counting being a key element.Clinical studies have shown that, in children and adolescents on intensive insulin 

therapy, an inaccuracy of ±10 g in CHO counting does not impair postprandial control [2], while a±20 g 

variation significantly impacts postprandial glycaemia [3]. There is also evidence that even well-trained T1D 

patients find it difficult to estimate CHO precisely [4]–[6]. In [4], 184 adult patients on intensive insulin were 

surveyed with respect to the CHO content of their meals. On average, respondents overestimated the CHO 

contained in their breakfast by 8.5% and underestimated CHO for lunch by 28%, for dinner by 23%, and for 

snacks by 5%. In [5], only 23% of adolescent T1D patients estimated daily CHO within 10 g of the true amount, 

despite the selection of common meals. 

The increased number of diabetic patients worldwide, together with their proven inability to assess their diet 

accurately raised the need to develop systems that will support T1D patients during CHO counting. So far, a 

broad spectrum of mobile phone applications have been proposed in the literature, ranging from interactive 

diaries [7] to dietary monitoring based on on-body sensors [8]. The increasing processing power of the mobile 

devices, as well as the recent advances made in computer vision, permitted the introduction of image/video 

analysis-based applications for diet management [9]–[14]. In a typical scenario, the user acquires an image of 

the upcoming meal using the camera of his phone. The image is processed—either locally or on the server 
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side—in order to extract a series of features describing its visual properties. The extracted features are fed to a 

classifier to recognize the various food types of the acquired image, which will then be used for the CHO 

estimation. A food recognition application was introduced by Shroffet al. [9] for the classification of fast-food 

images into four classes. For each segmented food item, a vector of color (normalized RGB values), size, texture 

(local entropy, standard deviation, range), shape, and context-based features is computed and fed to a feed-

forward artificial neural network (ANN), resulting in recognition accuracy of the order of 95%, 80%, 90%, and 

90% for hamburgers, fries, chicken nuggets, and apple pies, respectively. A set of color (pixel intensities and 

color components) and texture (Gabor filter responses) features was used by Zhu et al. [10], together with a 

support vector machine (SVM) classifier, for the recognition of 19 food classes, leading to a recognition rate of 

the order of 94% for food replicas and 58% for real food items.Kong and Tan [11] proposed the use of scale 

invariant feature transform (SIFT) features clustered into visual words and fed to a simple Bayesian probabilistic 

classifier that matches the food items to a food database containing images of fast-food, homemade food, and 

fruits. A recognition performance of 92% was reported given that the number of references per food class in the 

database is larger than 50 and the number of food items to be recognized is less than six. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Puriet al. [14] proposed a pairwise classification framework that takes advantage of the user’s speech input to 

enhance the food recognition process. Recognition is based on the combined use of colorneighborhood and 

maximum response features in a texton histogram model, feature selection using Adaboost, and SVM classifiers. 

Texton histograms resemble BoF models, using though simpler descriptors, such that histograms of all possible 

feature vectors can be used. In this way, the feature vector clustering procedure can be omitted; however, less 

information is considered by the model which might not be able to deal with high visual variation. Moreover, 

the proposed system requires a colored checker-board captured within the image in order to deal with varying 

lighting conditions. In an independently collected dataset, the system achieved accuracies from 95% to 80%, as 

the number of food categories increases from 2 to 20.  

 

A database of fast-food images and videos was created and used by Chen et al. [15] for benchmarking of the 

food recognition problem. Two image description methods were comparatively evaluated based on color 

histograms and bag of SIFT features for a seven fast-food classes problem. The mean classification accuracy 

using an SVM classifier was 47% for the color histogram based approach and 56% for the SIFT-based 

approach. However, the used patches are sampled with the SIFT detector which is generally not a good choice 

for image classification problems, and described by the standard grayscale SIFT that ignores any color 

information. 

 

The combined use of bag of SIFT, Gabor filter responses, and color histograms features in a multiple kernel 

learning (MKL) approach was proposed by Joutouet al. [16] for the recognition of Japanese food images. 

However, the employed BoF model uses the conventional scheme of fixed-size SIFT features clustered with 

standard k-means, while the additional color and texture features are global and are not included into the BoF 

architecture. For the 50 food classes problem, a mean recognition rate of 61% was reported. The present study 

makes several contributions to the field of food recognition. A visual dataset with nearly 5000 homemade food 
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images was created, reflecting the nutritional habits in central Europe [17]. The foods appearing in the images 

have been organized into 11 classes of high intravariability. Based on the aforementioned dataset, we conducted 

an extensive investigation for the optimal components and parameters within the BoF architecture. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

 
FIG 3.1: Block Diagram 

3.1 Food Image Description 

 

In order to describe the appearance of the different food classes, the BoF model was adopted, due to its proven 

ability to deal with high visual diversity and the absence of typical spatial arrangement within each class. BoF 

consists of four basic steps: 1) key point extraction, 2) local feature description, 3) learning the visual dictionary, 

and 4) descriptor quantization. All the steps, as presented in Fig. 1, are involved in both training and testing, 

except for the learning of the dictionary, which is performed only once, during the training phase. 1) Key Point 

Extraction: Key points are selected points on an image that define the centers of local patches where descriptors 

will be applied. In the current study, three different key point extraction methods were tested: interest point 

detectors, random sampling, and dense sampling. Interest point detectors, such as SIFT [18], are considered as 

the best choice for image matching problems where a small number of samples is required, as it provides 

stability under local and global image perturbations. SIFT estimates the key points by computing the maxima 

and minima of the difference of Gaussians (DoG), applied at different scales of the image. 

 

3.2 Local Feature Description 

 

After the key point extraction, a local image descriptor is applied to a rectangular area around each key point to 

produce a feature vector. Identifying the appropriate descriptor size and type for a recognition problem is a 

challenging task that involves a number of experiments. For the determination of the optimal descriptor size, the 

size of the object to be recognized should be considered. Although the SIFT interest point detector provides the 

position of the key points together with their scale, it is rarely used for image classification, as already 

explained. Hence, the size of the descriptor must be specified somehow after the dense or random key point 

sampling. A minimum size of 16 × 16 is often used as proposed in [18], since a smaller patch would not provide 
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sufficient information for the description. However, the use of larger sizes or combination of sizes can often 

give better results by resembling the multiscale image description of the SIFT detector. It should be noted that 

food images are scaled to a standard size, so differences in food items scale should not be extreme. 

 

3.3. Color Histograms 
 

Color histograms are probably the most common color descriptors. They represent the color distribution of an 

image in a certain color space and—despite their simplicity—they have been successfully used in various object 

recognition applications [20]. For the proposed system, five color histograms were considered covering different 

combinations of invariants: HistRGB, HistOp, HistRGnorm, HistHue, and HistRGBtrans calculated in the RGB 

color space (1), the opponent color space (2), the RG normalized channels (3), the Hue channel (4), and the 

transformed RGB color space (5), respectively: 

 
3.4. SVM 

 

SVMs are a set of related supervised learning methods that analyze data and recognize patterns, used for 

classification and regression analysis.  The standard SVM takes a set of input data, and predicts, for each given 

input, which of two possible classes the input is a member of, which makes the SVM a non-probabilistic binary 

linear classifier. Since an SVM is a classifier, then given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to 

one of two categories, an SVM training algorithm builds a model that predicts whether a new example falls into 

one category or the other. 

 
Fig 3.2. Architecture of SVM 
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Fig. 3.3 (a)-(c) High Calorie food images 

 

Fig 3.3.(a)-(c) Low Calorie food images 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT 

4.1  High Calorie Food Image 

4.1.1 Testing Images 
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Fig 4.1 Breaded  Vegetable 

4.2  Local Binary Pattern Features 

 

 Fig 4.2 Local Binary Pattern 

4.3  Gray Level Co-Occrrence Matrix Feature 

 

Fig 4.3Graylevel co-occrrence matrix 
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High Calorie Food 

Contrast          =  147.1183 

Correlation     =  0.9709 

Energy            =   0.0008 

Homogeneity =    0.2983 

 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we propose a BoF-based system for food image classification, as a first step toward the 

development of a portable application, providing dietary advice to diabetic patients through automatic CHO 

counting. The final system will additionally include a food segmentation stage before applying the proposed 

recognition module, so that images with multiple food types can also be addressed. 
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